I. **Course Number and Title:** PHY101 College Physics 1

II. **Catalog Description:** First semester of college physics sequence for liberal arts, life science and physical therapy majors designed to acquaint students with basic concepts of physics. Topics covered include mechanics, sound, light, heat and electricity. (3 hrs. lecture, 3 hrs. laboratory.) Prerequisite: MAT124 or equivalent. *Note: Fulfills SUNY General Education Requirement for Natural Sciences.*

III. **Learning Outcomes:** *(Main concepts, principles, and skills you want students to learn from this course)* The Learning Outcomes listed here should be considered the minimum core outcomes for the course. Many other learning outcomes may also be a part of the learning experience within the course.

**Upon completion of this course, students will be able to:**

A. Apply the laws of classical mechanics in areas of linear kinematics and dynamics, force and work/energy concepts, conservation of linear and angular momentum, rotational kinematics and dynamics.

B. Use algebra and trigonometry throughout the course in formulating principles and solving problems.

C. Interpret and manipulate graphical data and perform simple linear fits.

D. Apply concepts of vector addition and resolution to practical problems.

*These statements must appear verbatim in course outlines. However, additional outcomes may be added to individual course outlines at the instructor’s discretion.*
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**E.** Apply critical thinking skills in analyzing multi-step word problems and formulating solutions.

**F.** Work in a technical setting such as a laboratory and be able to present findings in a coherent lab report.

*********************************************************************
Name of Discipline Lead: **Glenda Denicoló**

Discipline Vote:

For  **3**  Against  **0**  Abstention  **0**

Date of Vote: **03/02/2010**

_(Initial and Date)_________  Certification of Vote by AVP of Academic Affairs

_(Initial and Date)_________  Certification of Vote by College Curriculum Chair
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